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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThroughout the paper k will be a field and S s k x , . . . , x a polyno-1 r
 .mial ring in r variables. For a monomial ideal I we denote by G I the
canonical minimal set of monomial generators of I. If a is a monomial we
 .  < 4set max a s sup i x divides a . An ideal I in S is 0-Borel fixed if thei
following two conditions are satisfied:
 .i I is a monomial ideal.
 .  .ii If a is a generator of I and x divides a, then x arx g I fori j i
all 1 F j - i.
An ideal is called Borel fixed if it is invariant under the action of the
Borel group. The interest in studying 0-Borel fixed ideals comes from a
 w  .x.theorem of Bayer, Galligo, and Stillman cf. 4, 15.20 , which shows that
the generic initial ideal of any homogeneous ideal in S is Borel fixed, and
further if the characteristic of x is 0 then every Borel fixed ideal is 0-Borel
fixed. When char k / 0 there are examples of Borel fixed ideals which are
not 0-Borel fixed. 0-Borel fixed ideals were studied by Eliahou and
w xKervaire, who described in 5 the minimal free resolution of SrI.
 .The existence of a commutative associative DG differential graded
algebra structure on a minimal free resolution over a graded or local
Noetherian ring is a powerful tool for investigating the properties of the
 .resolution. The best example is the Koszul resolution of Sr y , . . . , y for1 i
an S-regular sequence y , . . . , y . Results of Tate and Gulliksen provide1 i
another important example: the minimal resolution of k over SrQ, for any
homogeneous ideal Q in S. In both cases the resolution is a free commu-
* The author is grateful for support by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
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tative divided power algebra. In general a commutative associative DG
algebra structure might be much more complicated or might not exist at
all. The latter occurs even for finite resolutions, as shown by Avramov.
However, results of Avramov, Buchsbaum, Gover, Eisenbud, Kustin, Miller,
Palmer, and Srinivasan build such a structure in many interesting cases.
w  .xWe extend 11, 3.6 , which shows that such a structure exists on the
minimal free resolution of SrQ when Q is a power of the maximal ideal
 .x , . . . , x . One easily notable difference between the resolutions of a1 r
0-Borel fixed ideal and of a power of the maximal ideal is that the
resolution of a power of the maximal ideal is linear, whereas the resolution
of a 0-Borel fixed ideal is linear only if all the minimal generators of the
ideal have the same degree. We prove the following:
 .1.1 THEOREM. Let I be a 0-Borel fixed ideal. Then the minimal free
resolution F of SrI has a commutati¨ e associati¨ e differential graded algebra
structure. The multiplication on F is multi-graded. The product of any two
 .  .2elements is in x , . . . , x F if I is contained in x , . . . , x .1 r 1 r
A multiplication on F is constructed in Section 2 and its associativity is
proved in Section 6, and the Leibniz formula is verified by a long
computation in Section 5. In Section 7 we prove a similar theorem for
square-free 0-Borel fixed ideals.
 .An immediate consequence of 1.1 is the following:
 .  .21.2 COROLLARY. If I is a 0-Borel fixed ideal contained in x , . . . , x ,1 r
then SrI is a Golod ring.
Golod rings enjoy many nice properties. For example, the PoincareÂ
series of k can be expressed in the form
r
1 q t .
P t s . .Sr I  .max a y121 y t  1 q t .ag G  I .
This provides information about the Betti numbers of any finitely gener-
 .ated module over SrI, which is commented on in 3.2 .
w xMacaulay proved in 9 that among all homogeneous ideals with a given
Hilbert function, the lexicographic segment ideal has the largest number of
w xgenerators. Moreover, in 8, 3 it is shown that if char k s 0, then the
lexicographic segment ideal has minimal free resolution over S with the
maximum graded Betti numbers. It turns out that the same holds for the
resolution of the residue field, namely:
 .1.3 COROLLARY. Suppose that char k s 0. Let Q be a homogeneous
ideal and L be the lexicographic segment ideal with the same Hilbert function.
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Then the graded Betti numbers of k o¨er SrQ are less or equal to the graded
Betti numbers of k o¨er SrL.
Given a homogeneous ideal I the residue field can be resolved over SrI
by a resolution G constructed by Golod. He proved that this resolution is
w xminimal if and only if SrI is a Golod ring. In this case he described in 6
the differential in terms of the behavior of the cycles in the Koszul
 .complex K x , . . . , x m SrI. In general the differential might look quite1 r
complicated. In Section 4 for a 0-Borel fixed ideal I contained in
 .2  .   .x , . . . , x we find in 4.1 generators for the homology H K x , . . . , x1 r 1 r
.  .m SrI which lead to a simple form for G. Different proofs of 4.1 and
 . w x1.2 are obtained independently by A. Aramova and J. Herzog in 1 .
2. MULTIPLICATION ON MINIMAL FREE RESOLUTIONS
In this section I stands for a 0-Borel fixed ideal.
Let A be a resolution of a cyclic module with differential d and let A be
 .a graded algebra with multiplication ). Recall that A, d, ) is called a
commutative associative differential graded S-algebra if for any elements
a , b , g g A the following properties are satisfied:
deg a deg b
a ) b s y1 b ) a , .
a ) b )g s a ) b )g , .  .
deg ad a ) b s d a ) b q y1 a ) d b . .  .  .  .
In this section we show that the minimal free resolution of a 0-Borel
fixed ideal is a commutative associative differential graded S-algebra.
 .  4  .For a finite set U ; N we denote max U s max i g U and max B s 0.
 .  < 4Let a be a monomial; we set min a s min i x divides a and x s x .i a max a.
w  .xWhen a g I by 5, 1.1 it follows that there is a unique decomposition
 .  .a s bc, such that b is a generator I and max b F min c ; then we call b
 .  .the generator of a and denote it by g a . Furthermore, set a s g x a i. i
 .  .and h s x arx g x a for i F max a . Note that h is a monomiala, i i a i a, i
 .  .because g x a s g x arx . We will often use the equalityi i a
x h a s x a. 2.1 .a a , i  i. i
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Next we describe the minimal free resolution of SrI over S, which is
w  .x  <built in 5, 2.1 . Let W be the free abelian group on the symbols A a is
4  < 4a generator for I , and e n ??? n e 1 F j - ??? - j F r, 0 F n F rj j 1 n1 n
be a basis for the exterior algebra E s HSr. Let V ; W m E be the
Z
 <S-submodule generated by A m e n ??? n e there is an i such thatj j1 n
 . 4  .max a G j . Set F s W m E rV [ S and denote by J a sequence ofi Z
 .different natural numbers j , . . . , j and by A J the image of A m e1 n j1
  ..n ??? n e in F. We grade F by setting deg A J s n q 1. Also, setjn Ã .  .  .J s j , . . . , j , . . . , j , x s x , h s h , max A s max a and denotei 1 i n A a A, i a, i
by A the basis element in W corresponding to a . i.  i.
w  .x  .By 5, 2.1 the minimal free resolution of SrI over S is F, d , where
 .   ..  . i  .the differential d is defined by d A s a and d A J s  y1 x A Ji j ii
 . iq1  .q  y1 x h A J .i A A, j  j . ii i
The different form of the differential in degree 1 causes the proofs for
.the multiplication to split into many cases. In order to avoid this we
introduce
1 if J / B
d sJ  0 if J s B.
Then the differential can be written in the form
id A J s d y1 x A J .  .  . . J j ii
i
iq1q d y1 x h A J q 1 y d a. .  .  .J A A , j  j . i Ji i
i
For the definition of an associative multiplication on F we construct
chains between the generators of I in the following way. For two genera-
 .   ..tors a and b of I we set g s g a, b s g lcm a, b and call it the meet of
a and b. If G and B are the basis elements in W corresponding to g and
 .b, then we set g A, B s G and call G the meet of A and B. Let
 .x . . . x s grgcd g, a and s F ??? F s ; then we define the chain froms s 1 f1 f
 .A to B to be the sequence A s A, A s A , . . . , A s A ,0 1  s . iq1 i  s .1 iq1
. . . , A s G. We call s , . . . , s the transforming elements from A to B, orf 1 f
 .AB-transforming elements. In the same way, if x . . . x s grgcd b, gXt t1 f
and t F ??? F t X , we obtain a chain B s B, B , . . . , B X s G from B to1 f 0 1 f
A. For simplicity we set AX s A , s s s , BX s B , t s t .1 1 1 1
Denote by U the sequence of different natural numbers u , . . . , u . We1 m
have two chains starting from A and B, respectively, and ending at the
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 .meet G. Using them we define multiplication denoted by ) of the basis
elements of F by the formulas
A J ) A U s 0 M1 .  .  .
i A J ) B U s 0 .  .  .
if there exist s g J and t g Uz y
ab
ii A J ) B U s A J ) A U .  .  .  .  . i iq1a ai iq1i-z
if s g J , s f J for l F z , and t f U for all izq1 l i
ab
iii A J ) B U s B J ) B U .  .  .  .  . lq1 lb bl lq1l-y
if t g U, t f U for l F y , and s f J for all iyq1 l i
ab
iv A J ) B U s A J ) A U .  .  .  .  . i iq1a ai iq1i
ab
q B J ) B U .  . lq1 lb bl lq1l
otherwise.
M2 .
 . .nq1 mq1X XA J ) A U s y1 A U ) A J .  .  .  .  .
¡0 if s F max U .
Xa~s M3 .A J , s, U if s ) max U . .  .¢xs
 .  .Note that the above formulas imply the vanishing of A J ) B U if
J l U / B.
 .  .  .  .The terms of type abra a A J ) A U in the product A J )i iq1 i iq1
 .B U will be called left-type terms. Respectively, the terms of type
 .  .  .  .  .abrb b B J ) B U in the product A J ) B U will be calledl lq1 lq1 l
right-type terms. The sum of the left-type terms will be denoted by
  .  ..left A J ) B U and the sum of the right-type terms will be denoted by
  .  ..  .  .  .right A J ) B U . We say that the term abra a A J ) A Ui iq1 i iq1
corresponds to the transforming element s .iq1
By linearity ) extends to a graded commutative multiplication on F.
The coefficients of the basis elements which appear in the product
 .  .A J ) B U are of the form
ab a abiq1
? s .
a a x a xi iq1 s i siq1 iq1
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 .Since the product x . . . x divides b and using 2.1 we get thats s1 iq1
iy1b b
ab s x x . . . x a s x a x h . . s s s s i a a , siq1 i 1 iq1 l l lq1 /x . . . x x . . . xls0s s s s1 iq1 1 iq1
 .Hence the coefficients are monomials. Thus, F, ) is a graded commu-
tative S-algebra. Furthermore, the product of any two elements is in
 .  .2x , . . . , x F if I is contained in x , . . . , x .1 r 1 r
 .  . r2.2 THEOREM. F, d, ) is a commutati¨ e associati¨ e differential Z -
graded S-algebra.
The theorem above is proved in Sections 5 and 6. Next we give two
examples:
 2 2 .EXAMPLE. Let I s x , x x , x x , x . Then the basis elements of F1 1 2 1 3 2 1
2 2  .are X , X X , X X , and X ; the basis elements of F are X X 1 ,1 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 2
 .  . 2 .  .X X 1 , X X 2 , and X 1 ; and the basis element for F is X X 1, 2 .1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3
The non-vanishing products are
X X ) X 2 s x X X 1 , .1 2 1 1 1 2
X X ) X 2 s x X X 1 , .1 3 1 1 1 3
X 2 ) X 2 s x X 2 1 q x X X 1 , .  .2 1 1 2 2 1 2
X X 2 ) X 2 s yx X X 1, 2 , .  .1 3 1 1 1 3
X X ) X X s x X X 2 , .1 3 1 2 1 1 3
X 2 ) X X s x X 2 1 , .2 1 2 2 2
X X 1 ) X X s x X X 2 , .  .1 3 1 2 1 1 3
X 2 ) X X s x X 2 1 y x X X 2 , .  .2 1 3 3 2 2 1 3
X X ) X X 1 s yx X X 1, 2 , .  .1 3 1 2 1 1 3
X 2 ) X X 1 s yx X X 1, 2 . .  .2 1 3 2 1 3
 2 2 2 2 3.EXAMPLE. Let I s x , x x , x x , x x , x , x x , x x , x . We will1 1 2 1 3 1 4 2 2 3 2 4 3
2 . 3  2 3. 3 2find the product X X 1 ) X . The generator of lcm x x , x s x x x2 4 3 2 4 3 2 3 4
is x x , so the meet of X X 2 and X 3 is X X . The chain from X X 2 to2 3 2 4 3 2 3 2 4
X 3 is A s X X 2, A s X X , and the chain from X 3 to X X 2 is3 0 2 4 1 2 3 3 2 4
3  . 2 . 3  3B s X , B s X X . By M2 we obtain that X X 1 ) X s x r0 3 1 2 3 2 4 3 3
. 2 .  2 .  . 3  .x x X X 1 ) X X q x x rx x X X 1 ) X . Then applying M32 3 2 4 2 3 2 4 2 3 2 3 3
2 . 3 2 2 . 2 3 .to both summands we get that X X 1 ) X s x X X 1, 3 y x X 1, 2 .2 4 3 3 2 4 4 3
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Some properties of meets and chains are shown next. Below, e and h
will be generators of I and E and H will be the corresponding basis
elements in W.
 .  .2.3 PROPOSITION. Let ¨ g N be such that 1 F ¨ - max E , and E s
 .  < n 4 E, ¨ .q1E . Set E, i s max n g N x di¨ ides e for 1 F i F r. If either x¨ . i ¨
  ..  .  .  .di¨ ides h or ¨ G max g e, h , then g E, H s g E, H ; otherwise g E, H
 .s g E, H .¨ .
Proof. First, we consider the case when x E, ¨ .q1 divides h. Then¨
 .  .m s gcd e, h x rgcd e, h is a monomial, which divides x h . So n s¨ e e, ¨
 .  .x h rm is a monomial with min n G max e . Hence we have the equali-e e, ¨
ties
eh h
lcm e, h s s ex .  .¨gcd e, h gcd e, h x .  . ¨
h eh x he e , ¨s ex h s ? .e e , ¨ gcd e, h m gcd e, h m .  .
s lcm e, h n . .
 .  .  .   ..  Since min n G max e it follows that g E, H s g lcm e, h s g lcm e,
. .   ..  .h n s g lcm e, h s g E, H .
Next we consider the case when x E, ¨ .q1 does not divide h. Then¨
X  .  .m s gcd e, h rgcd e, h is a monomial which divides x h . Thereforee e, ¨
X X X .  .n s x h rm is a monomial such that min n G max e . Soe e, ¨
h h
x lcm e, h s ex s ex h .  .  . X¨ ¨ e e , ¨gcd e, h gcd e, h m .  .
eh x he e , ¨s ? Xgcd e, h m .
Xs lcm e, h n . .
X .  .As min n G max e , we get that
Xg E, H s g lcm e, h s g lcm e, h n s g lcm e, h x .  .  .  . .  .  .¨
g lcm e, h s g E, H if ¨ G max g e, h .  .  . .  .
s  g lcm e, h s g E, H if ¨ - max g e, h . .  .  . .  . . . ¨¨
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 .  .2.4 COROLLARY. 1 The meet of A and B is G. s .i
 . X2 The chains from B to A and from B to A coincide.
 . X3 The chain from A to B consists of A and the chain from A to B.
 A, si.q1  .  .Proof. As x divides b, by 2.3 we have the equality g A, B ssi
X .  .  .  .g A , B . For 3 note that gcd g, a x s gcd g, a . s . si
 .2.5 COROLLARY. Let o / ¨ and o be the first EH-transforming element.
Then either o is the first transforming element from E to H or E is the¨ . ¨ .
 .meet of E and H; in the latter case o G max E . An E H-transforming¨ . ¨ . ¨ .
element is an EH-transforming element. If sX / ¨ is an EH-transforming
X   ..element but not an E H-transforming element, then s G max g e , h . A¨ . ¨ .
transforming element from H to E either equals ¨ or is a transforming¨ .
element from H to E. If tX is an HE-transforming element, but not an
X   ..HE -transforming element, then t G max g e , h .¨ . ¨ .
 .  .2.6 COROLLARY. 1 The chain from A to A is A, A , . . . , A for anyi 1 i
i F f.
 .2 The chain from B to A is B , B , . . . , G.l l lq1
 .Proof. 1 The proof is by induction on i. The case i s 1 is obvious.
Suppose that the statement holds for i. Hence the meet of A and A isi
 .A . We want to apply 2.3 in order to find the meet of A and A si iq1
 .A . As s is a transforming element from A to B it follows thati  s . iq1iq1
 A i, siq1.q1  .  .x does not divide a, and also s - max A . Then by 2.3 thes iq1 iiq1
 . meet of A and A is A . Note that a rgcd a , a s g x . . .iq1 iq1 iq1 iq1 s1
.  .x a r gcd a , a divides x . . . x . Since s F s for n F i it followss iq1 s s n iq1iq1 1 iq1
 .  .  .that a rgcd a , a s g x . . . x a rgcd a , a s x . . . x . Henceiq1 iq1 s s iq1 s s1 iq1 1 iq1
the transforming elements from A to A are s , . . . , s .iq1 1 iq1
 .2 The proof is by induction on l. When l s 0 the statement holds.
 .The induction step is provided by 2.4.3 .
 .  .2.7 COROLLARY. Let ¨ be an integer 1 F ¨ - max B . Then
 X .  .g A , B s g A, B .¨ . ¨ .
 .  .  X .  .Proof. By 2.4 we have that g s g A, B s g A , B . If ¨ G max g ,
 .  X .  .  .then by 2.3 , g A , B s g A, B s g. Let ¨ - max g . Hence ¨ -¨ . ¨ .
 X.  .  X .max A , which implies that A, ¨ s A , ¨ provided ¨ / s, and then
 .again by 2.3 we get the equalities
g if B , ¨ q 1 F A , ¨ s AX , ¨ .  .  .Xg A , B s g A , B s .  .¨ . ¨ .  g otherwise.¨ .
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 .  X .  .  .If ¨ s s then A, ¨ q 1 s A , ¨ - B, ¨ q 1, so 2.3 gives the desired
X .  .equality g A , B s g A, B s g .¨ . ¨ .  s.
The following property of the multiplication will be very useful:
 .2.8 PROPOSITION. If t f U for all i, theni
0 if s g J¡~ b aA J ) B U s .  . X XA J ) A U q A J ) B U if s f J . .  .  .  .¢ X Xa a
M4 .
 .Proof. Since t f U for all i, it follows that only the case M2.ii andi
 .  .M2.iv can occur. Then we apply 2.4 to the multiplication formulas.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .2.9 PROPOSITION. A J ) B U s bra A J ) A U in case M2.iiz z
 .  .  .  .  .  .and A J ) B U s arb B J ) B U in case M2.iii .y y
 .Proof. Apply 2.6 .
 .  .  . .  .2.10 PROPOSITION. a j . . . a . . . A J s x . . . x A) A )n  j .  j . j j  j .n 1 1 n n
 .  . .A ) ??? ) A . . . . j .  j .  j .  j .n ny1 n 1
 .Proof. Apply M3 repeatedly.
 .We remark that if I s x , . . . , x then the multiplication formulas just1 r
give the classical exterior multiplication on the Koszul complex. From the
construction of the multiplication we also see the following:
 . X X2.11 THEOREM. Let I and I be 0-Borel fixed ideals and let I be
generated by the monomials in I and a monomial b, such that b is smaller
than any monomial generator of I in the homogeneous lexicographic order.
Let F and FX be the minimal free resolutions o¨er S of SrI and SrI X,
respecti¨ ely. Then F is an associati¨ e commutati¨ e differential graded subalge-
bra of FX.
In particular, if I is a 0-Borel fixed ideal generated by monomials of
degree q G 2, and F and H are the minimal free resolutions over S of SrI
 .qand Sr x , . . . , x , respectively, then F is an associative commutative1 r
differential graded subalgebra of H; in this case both resolutions F and H
are linear.
We conclude this section with two remarks:
Remark. An ideal I in S is stable if the following two conditions are
satisfied:
 .i I is a monomial ideal.
 .  .ii If a is a generator of I then x arx g I for all 1 F j -j max a.
 .max a .
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w xStable ideals were introduced in 5 . Every 0-Borel fixed ideal is stable
and most proofs of statements about 0-Borel fixed ideals automatically
hold for stable ideals. As explained in the Introduction, for char k s 0 on
the one hand, the 0-Borel fixed ideals are the ideals invariant under the
action of the Borel group, and on the other hand the generic initial ideals
are 0-Borel fixed. The class of stable ideals is not known to be related to
any nice geometric properties. This is the reason why we concentrated our
 .study on 0-Borel fixed ideals even though our proof of Theorem 1.1 holds
for stable ideals as well.
Remark. Let G be the minimal free resolution of I and F be the
w xminimal resolution of SrI. In 5 Eliahou and Kervaire define a nice
commutative associative differential graded multiplication on G; however,
with the structure they introduce G does not have a unit element. Their
nice multiplication formula cannot be used to make F into a commutative
associative differential graded algebra either, because this multiplication
on F is not graded.
Â3. POINCARE SERIES
First, we recall some definitions. If R s k [ R [ R [ . . . is a non-1 2
negatively graded commutative noetherian k-algebra with R s R j forj 1
j ) 0 and M is a finitely generated graded R-module, then the number
R . R .b M s dim Tor M, k is called the nth Betti number of M over R,n k n
M  . ` R . nand the series P t s  b M t is called the Poincare series ofÂR ns0 n
R .  .M over R. Usually P t is denoted by P t . There is also a graded ver-k R
R .sion of the Betti numbers and the Poincare series, namely b M sÂ i j
 . M  . R . i jdim Tor M, k and P t, u s  b M t u .k i j R i, j i j
 .  .23.1 COROLLARY. If I is a 0-Borel fixed ideal contained in x , . . . , x ,1 r
then
r
1 q t .
P t s . .Sr I  .max a y121 y t  1 q t .ag G  I .
 . w xProof. By 1.2 , SrI is a Golod ring. Therefore by 6 we have that the
Poincare series of k over SrI can be expressed in the formÂ
r
1 q t .
P t s . .Sr I 2 S1 y t P t .I
S max a.y1w x  .  .And according to 5, Sect. 3 , P t s  1 q t .I ag G  I .
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Suppose that SrI is not a hypersurface and M is a finitely generated
w xgraded SrI-module. By 12 the Poincare series of M can be expressed inÂ
the form
f t .MSr IP t s .M  .max a y121 y t  1 q t .ag G  I .
 . w x  .for some polynomial f t . Furthermore, from 10 , Corollary 3.2 follows:M
 .  .23.2 COROLLARY. Let I be a 0-Borel fixed ideal contained in x , . . . , x1 r
 l .and M be a finitely generated SrI-module. If I s x for some integer l, then1
the Betti numbers of M are e¨entually constant. Otherwise the sequence of
 Sr I .4Betti numbers b M has termwise exponential growth; i.e., there existn n) 0
Sr I  . Sr I .a constant 1 - l F ` and an n G 0 such that lb M F b M for0 ny1 n
n G n .0
Next we give some necessary definitions and proceed with the proof
 .of 1.3 .
Monomials y , . . . , y of degree l are called a lexicographic segment, if1 i
y ) y ) ??? ) y in the lexicographic order and this list is saturated. An1 2 i
ideal L is called a lexicographic segment ideal, if it satisfies the following
condition:
Let l and l be respectively the minimal and maximal degrees in which1 2
L has a generator. Then for any l satisfying l F l F l , a lexicographic1 2
segment beginning with x l forms a basis for L .1 l
 . w x S . S .Proof of 1.3 . From 8 it follows that P t, u g P t, u , where gQ L
means ``less or equal coefficientwise.'' Therefore we have an inequality of
power series
1 1
g .2 S 2 S1 y t P t , u 1 y t P t , u .  .Q L
 . rNote that L is a 0-Borel fixed ideal. Since 1 q tu is a polynomial with
 .positive coefficients and by 3.1 we conclude that
r r
1 q tu 1 q tu .  .
g s P t , u . .Sr L2 S 2 S1 y t P t , u 1 y t P t , u .  .Q L
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 w x wOn the other hand, an unpublished result of Serre cf. 6 or 7, Corollary
x.4.2.4 shows that there is an inequality of power series
r
1 q tu .
P t , u g . .Sr Q 2 S1 y t P t , u .Q
 .  .So we obtain the desired inequality of power series P t, u g P t, u .Sr Q Sr L
4. THE MINIMAL RESOLUTION OF THE RESIDUE FIELD
 .2In this section I stands for a 0-Borel fixed ideal contained in x , . . . , x ,1 r
 .  .  .and for simplicity we set m z s max z . Also, m s x , . . . , x .1 r
Using a construction of Golod we will describe the minimal free resolu-
 .tion of k over SrI. For this purpose we will first find in 4.1 generators
for the Koszul homology. Let
K: 0 ª K ª K ª ??? ª K ª Kr ry1 1 0
 .be the Koszul complex K s K x , . . . , x over S, which can be thought of1 r
 .  .as the exterior algebra L Se [ ??? [ Se where e , e , . . . , e is a basis1 r 1 2 r
 . with differential d e s x . An element of the form a ze n ??? n e withi i i i1 n
.a g k, z a monomial, and 1 F i - ??? - i F r will be called a term of1 n
 .end-index e a ze n ??? n e s i . We introduce a partial order on thei i n1 n
set of terms by saying that a term t is greater than a term s if
 .  .  .   . <e t ) e s . For an element f g K we set e f s min e s s is a termn
4of f . For an element u g K denote by u its image in K m SrI. If u is a
w x  .cycle, denote by u its class in H K m SrI .
 .4.1 PROPOSITION. The elements of the form
z
e n ??? n e n e z g G I , 1 F i - ??? - i - m z .  .i i m z . 1 n1 n 5xm z .
 .form a k-basis for the augmented part of the homology H K m SrI sq
 .[ H K m SrI .ii) 0
 .An element of the form zrx e n ??? n e n e g K withm z . i i m z . n1 ny1
 .z g G I will be called an admissible element of length n.
 .Proof. An element of the form ze n ??? n e g K with z g I : xi i n i1 n n
will be called a semi-admissible element of length n. Note that every
admissible element is semi-admissible, but the converse in general is not
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true. If s s ze n ??? n e n e is a semi-admissible element, theni i i1 ny1 n
 .x z g I for all 1 F j - i . Therefore d s g I K; i.e., s is a cycle. Wej n
begin by establishing that the classes of the admissible elements generate
 .the augmented part of the homology. Let f g K be such that d f s 0.nq1
We will show that there is a boundary g g K such that f y g is a linearnq1
combination of admissible elements of length n q 1. First we will prove
that there is a boundary gX g K , such that f y gX is a linear combina-nq1
tion of semi-admissible elements. We may assume that none of the terms
 . of f is semi-admissible. Let b s e f and u s a ze n ??? n e n e wherei i b1 n
.a g k and z is a monomial be one of the smallest terms of f. Since u is
 .  .nnot semi-admissible, it follows that in d u the term ¨ s a zx y1 eb i1
n ??? n e f IK , i.e., ¨ / 0. Therefore ¨ should cancel against somei nn
 .  .other term s in d f . Hence there is a term w / u in f such that ¨ s b t
 .for some b g k and some term t of d w . This implies that the term w has
 .the form w s g ye n ??? n e n e , where g g k and y is a monomial.i i c1 n
 .  .Since w / u we conclude that c / b. By the inequality e w G e f s b, it
follows that c ) b. Also, ¨ s b t implies the equality zx s yx , henceb c
z s x s for some monomial s. Consider in K the boundaryc nq2
nq1h s d y1 a se n ??? n e n e n e . /i i b c1 n
n
jqns y1 a sx e n ??? n e n ??? n e n e n e . Ã i i i i b cj 1 j n
js1
y a sx e n ??? n e n eb i i c1 n
q a x se n ??? n e n ec i i b1 n
s u q terms of end-index greater than b.
 .  .  .  .So either e f y h ) e f , or e f y h s e f but f y h has fewer small-
est terms than f has, or f y h s 0. If one proceeds in this way, after
finitely many steps the process will terminate because the end-index of any
element is less than r q 1.
Next we will show that if f s ze n ??? n e is a semi-admissiblei i1 nq1
element, then there is a boundary gY g K such that f y gY is a linearnq1
 .  .combination of admissible elements. As z g I : x , there is an s g G Iinq 1
 .and a monomial p such that x z s sp. Setting s s srx we get theÄi m s.nq 1
equality
x z s x sp. ) .Äi m s.nq 1
 .If i ) m s , then it follows that x cannot divide s. In this caseÄnq1 inq 1
 .  .prx is a monomial in S and z s x s prx s s prx g I,Äi m s. i inq 1 nq1 nq1
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 .  .hence f s 0. If i s m s , then ) yields that z s sp and the elementÄnq1
 .se n ??? n e is admissible, hence f s p ? an admissible element . ButÄ i i1 nq1
then we have that either p s 1 so f itself is admissible, or p / 1 so
w x  .f g mH K m SrI s 0. Thus, it remains to consider the case i -q nq1
 .  .m s . Then by ) it follows that z s x q for some monomial q. Choosem s.
in K the boundarynq2
nq1h s d y1 qe n ??? n e n e . /i i m s.1 nq1
nq1
jqns y1 x qe n ??? n e n ??? n e n e . Ã i i i i m s.j 1 j nq1
js1
q qx e n ??? n em s. i i1 nq1
s f q terms with end-index greater than e f . .
Note that x x q s x z g I, because x z g I and i - i . There-m s. i i i j nq1j j nq1
 .fore the monomial x q is in I : x . This means that the boundary hi m s.j
has the form
h s f q semi-admissible terms with end-index greater than e f . .
Since the end-index of any element is less than r q 1, it follows that after
repeating the above process finitely many times we will arrive at a linear
combination of admissible elements. Thus, we showed that the classes of
 .the admissible elements generate H K m SrI . It remains to prove thatq
they form a basis. The admissible elements of length n q 1 with fixed z
 .appearing in the monomial coefficient as expressed in the form 4.1 are in
one-to-one correspondence with the strictly increasing sequences 1 F i -1
m z y 1 . .  .??? - i F m z y 1, so their number is . Therefore the numbern n
m z y 1 . .of all admissible elements of length n q 1 is  . On thez g G  I . n
w  . S .other hand, by 5, Sect. 3, dim H K m SrI s dim Tor k, I snq1 n
m z y 1 . . too. So the classes of the admissible elements form az g G  I . n
 .basis for H K m SrI .q
w xGolod rings were introduced by Golod in 6 , where he also gave the first
 . iexample. When I s x , . . . , x is a power of the maximal ideal and i G 21 r
then SrI is a Golod ring. All Massey operations vanish because one can
choose representatives of the homology classes such that the products are
not only equal to 0 homologically, but vanish in K m SrI. Below we show
that this property holds for 0-Borel fixed ideals as well.
 .4.2 COROLLARY. The image in K m SrI of the product of any two
admissible elements ¨anishes.
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 .Thus, the multiplication on H K m SrI vanishes.q
 .  .Proof. Let s s zrx e n ??? n e n e and t s yrx em z . i i m z . m y . j1 n 1
 .  .n ??? n e n e be two admissible elements. If m y s m z , then thej m y .l
 .  .  .  .  .product st vanishes. Let m y / m z , say m y - m z . Since y g G I
2  .: m , there is a 1 F s F m y such that x divides yrx . But thes m y .
 .  .  .inequalities s F m y - m z imply that x zrx g I. This yields thats m z .
 . .yrx zrx g I, so st s 0.m y . m z .
 .  .  .4.3 Construction. In two different ways 1.2 and 4.2 show that SrI
is a Golod ring. The minimal free resolution G of k over SrI is described
by a construction of Golod. In general the differential in his resolution
 .might be very complicated. However, by 4.2 it follows that the differential
has a simple form when we consider 0-Borel fixed ideals. In this case we
w x  .  .describe G following 6 . As shown in 4.1 , the classes in H K m SrI of
the admissible elements
z
<e n ??? n e n e z g G I , 1 F i - ??? - i - m z .  .i i m z . 1 n1 n 5xm z .
 . w xform a k-space basis for H K m SrI . Following 6 , let E be theq nq2
k-space on basis
<z ; i , . . . , i z g G I , 1 F i - ??? - i - m z 4 .  .  .1 n 1 n
for 1 F n F r, and set E s E [ E [ ??? [ E . Define G s SrI m K m2 3 r
 .  .  .T E , where T E s k [ E [ E m E [ . . . is the tensor algebra of E. By
 .4.2 we have that the product in K m SrI of any two admissible elements
w xvanishes so according to 6 we can define a differential d on the basis
elements in G by
d t m z ; i , . . . , i m z ; l , . . . , l m ??? m z ; j , . . . , j .  .  . .1 1 n 2 1 n s 1 n1 2 s
s d t m z ; i , . . . , i m z ; l , . . . , l m ??? m z ; j , . . . , j .  .  .  .1 1 n 2 1 n s 1 n1 2 s
z1deg tq y1 t e n ??? n e n e . i i m z .1 n 11xm z .1
m z ; l , . . . , l m ??? m z ; j , . . . , j .  .2 1 n s 1 n2 s
  .here t g SrI m K and d t is the differential in SrI m K if t f SrI m K ;0
 . .in the case t g SrI m K we set d t s 0 . Further extend the differential0
by linearity.
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 .Then G, d is the minimal free resolution of k over SrI.
5. LEIBNIZ FORMULA
We use the notation introduced in Section 2.
 .  .First part of the proof of 2.2 . We will prove in three steps that F, d, )
is a differential algebra.
Step 1. If there are y and z, such that s g J and t g U, then we willz y
  ..  .  .nq1  .   ..show that d A J ) B U q y1 A J ) d B U s 0.
Step 2. If t f U for all i, we will prove thati
nq1  ..  .  .  .   ..d A J ) B U q y1 A J ) d B U
b b¡ X Xnq1  ..  .  .  .   ..d A J ) A U q y1 A J ) d A UX Xa a~ a as X Xnq1  ..  .  .  .   ..q d A J ) B U q y1 A J ) d B U if s f JX Xa a¢
0 if s g J .
  . X ..   .. X .Step 3. We will check that d A J ) A U s d A J ) A U q
 .nq1  .  X ..y1 A J ) d A U .
 .First, note that these steps suffice to conclude that F, d, ) is a
  .   ..   ..differential algebra: We must show that d A J ) B U s d A J )
 .  .nq1  .   ..B U q y1 A J ) d B U . If there are y and z, such that s g J andz
 .t g U, then apply Step 1 and M2.i . Otherwise, by symmetry we mayy
 .assume that t f U for all i. In this case we apply repeatedly if necessaryi
 .M4 , Step 2, and Step 3.
Below we prove the three steps.
Step 1. As A and B play symmetric roles, it is sufficient to prove that
  ..  .d A J ) B U s 0 provided that there are y and z, such that s g J andz
 .  .t g U. Note that in this case d s d s 1. Set u s x A J ) B U andy J U i j ii
 .  .   ..  .  . i .x s x h A J ) B U . Then d A J ) B U s  y1 u y x byi A A, j  j . i i i ii i
the definition of the differential.
First, we assume that j is not a transforming element from A to B.i
 .Hence by M2.i it follows that u s 0, and we will see that x s 0 as well.i i
  ..Set g s g lcm a , b . If s and t are still transforming elements fromj  j . z yi i
 .A to B and from B to A , respectively, then again by M2.i we j .  j .i i
conclude that x s 0. Suppose that s is still a transforming element fromi z
 .  .A to B, but t is not. Hence by 2.5 we get s F max g F t g U. j . y z j yi i
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 .  .  .Therefore s F max U . By M2.ii and M3 it follows that x s 0. Thez i
 .same argument by symmetry shows that x s 0 if t is a transformingi y
element, but s is not. The last case we must consider is that when both sz z
and t are not transforming elements from A to B and from B to A ,y  j .  j .i i
respectively. On the one hand any transforming element from A to B is j .i
 .  .less than or equal to max g F t F max U ; on the other hand anyj yi
 .transforming element from B to A is less than or equal to max g F s j . j zi i
 .  .  .F max J . Then by M2 and M3 it follows that x s 0. Thus, when j isi i
not an AB-transforming element we have that u s x s 0.i i
It remains to consider the case when j is a transforming element fromi
 .A to B. By 2.4 we see that the meet of A and B is the same as the j .i
meet of A and B. Hence the transforming elements from B to A j .i
coincide with the transforming elements from B to A, and t is one ofy
 .  .them. Therefore, by M2.i or M2.iii it follows that u s x . So u y xi i i i
vanishes.
  ..  .  .nq1  .   ..Step 2. Set L s d A J ) B U q y1 A J ) d B U , l si
 .  .  .  .  .  .x A J ) B U , z s x h A J ) B U , r s x A J ) B U , and h sj i i A A, j  j . i i u i ii i i i
 .  .x h A J ) B U . ThenB B, u u . ii i
i iq1L s d y1 l q d y1 z q 1 y d aB U .  .  .  . J i J i J
i i
nq1qi nqi nq1q d y1 r q d y1 h q 1 y d y1 bA J .  .  .  .  . U i U i U
i i
5.1 .
by the definition of the differential.
First, we will prove that L s 0 provided that s g J. The vanishing of
 .  .r s 0 for all i follows by M4 . Consider h . Note that M4 can bei i
 .applied, because by 2.5 the transforming elements from B to A areu .i
 .also transforming elements from B to A. If s F u then by 2.5 it followsi
 .that s is the first transforming element from A to B . Hence by M4 weu .i
obtain that h s 0. Next assume that s ) u . Since u is not a BA-transfor-i i i
 .  .  .ming element, we have that A, u F B, u - B , u . Then the firsti i u . ii
 .transforming element from A to B is u . Therefore, by M4 we haveu . ii
the equality
b au .ih s x h A J ) A U q x h A J ) B U . .  .  .  .i B B , u u . i B B , u u . u . ii i i i ia au . u .i i
 .Again by 2.5 we see that either s is the first transforming element from
A to B or A is the meet of A and B . In the former caseu . u . u . u . u .i i i i i
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 .  .  .A J ) B U s 0 by M4 . In the latter case any transforming elementu . u . ii i
   ...from B to A is less than or equal to max g lcm a b F s Fu . u . u . u .i i i i
 .  .  .  .  .  .max J , so A J ) B U s 0 by M2.iii or M.2.iv , and M3 . Thus,u . u . ii i
the equality
bu .ih s x h A J ) A U .  .i B B , u u . ii iau .i
 .  .my 1  .holds. Therefore by M3 we get that h s y1 d b A J, U , whichi i, m
yields the expression
0 if s F max U .nq i
d y1 h s . nq1U i  d y1 bA J , U if s ) max U . .  .  .Ui
 .  .Next we consider the difference l y z . If j s s then by M4 and M3i i i
b a
X Xl s x A J ) A U q x A J ) B U .  .  .  .X Xi s i s ia a
0 if s F max U .
s z qi ny1 y1 bA J , U if s ) max U . .  .  .
Thus, when s s j we obtain the relationi
0 if s F max U .
l y z si i ny1 y1 bA J , U if s ) max U . .  .  .
 .Now suppose that j / s. Then by M4 it follows that l s 0 and we willi i
 .show that z vanishes as well. By 2.5 either s is the first transformingi
element from A to B, or A is the meet of A and B. In the former j .  j .  j .1 1 1
 .case by M4 we get z s 0. In the latter case, note that all transformingi
 .  .elements from B to A are less than or equal to max a F s F max J . j .  j .i i
 .  .  .Hence by M2.iii or M2.iv , and M3 we conclude that z s 0. Thus,i
0 if s F max U .iy1 l y z s .  . ni i  y1 bA J , U if s ) max U . .  .  .i
 .Using the fact that d s 1, 5.1 , and the established expressions for l , z ,J i i
r , and h we obtain thati i
nq1L s 1 y d y1 bA J .  .  .U
0 if s F max U .
q n nq1 y1 bA J , U q d y1 ba J , U if s ) max U . .  .  .  .  .U
So in the case s g J we have that L s 0.
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It remains to consider the case when s f J. Set
b bnq1X XN s d A J ) A U q y1 A J ) d A U .  .  .  .  . .  .X Xa a
a anq1X Xq d A J ) B U q y1 A J ) d B U . .  .  .  .  . .  .X Xa a
We have to prove that L equals N.
 .Using the definition of the differential and 5.1 we see that in order to
show L s N we must check that
iq1 nqi
d y1 z q d y1 h .  . J i U i
i i
iq1 nqis d y1 v q d y1 j .  . J i U i
i i
ba banq1X Xq 1 y d A U q 1 y d y1 A J , 5.2 .  .  .  .  .  .X XJ Ua a
where
b a
X X
X Xv s x h A J ) A U q x h A J ) B U 5.3 .  .  .  .  .X Xi A A , j  j . i A A  j . ii i ia a
and
b a
X X
X Xj s x h A J ) A U q x h A J ) B U 5.4 .  .  .  .  .X Xi A A , u u . i B B , u u . ii i i ia a
 A, ji.q1 X  .Now consider v . As x does not divide a , it follows by 2.3 thati ji
 X.  X. X Xg A , A s g A, A s A . Hence the chain from A to A is A , j .  j .  j .  j .  j .i i i i i
X X X X  .A , and the chain from A to A is A , A . Therefore by M2.ii , j .  j .  j .i i i
 .  .M2.iv , and M3 we obtain that
A J ) AX U .  . j . ii
0 if j g U¡ i
X aa~  j .X X Xis A J ) A U q A J ) A U if j f U .  .  .  .X X j . i  j .  j . i ii i i¢a a j .  j .i i
0 if j g U¡ i
X aa~  j .nqiq1 Xis A J , s, U q y1 d A J , U if j f U. .  .  . j . i i , m ii¢x xs ji
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We remark here that the above argument and expression hold even if
 X. X Xj G max A ; then the chain from A to A is A , and on the other handi  j .iX .the term A J, U vanishes. In order to compute v it remains to computei
X  .  .  .A J ) B U . By 2.5 either s is the first transforming element from j . ii
 .A to B or A is the meet of A and B. Applying M4 we get the j .  j .  j .i i i
equality
a b j . X Xi A J ) B U q A J ) A U s A J ) B U .  .  .  .  .  .X X j . i  j . i  j .  j . ii i i ia a j .  j .i i
if either j f U or j g U is not a BA -transforming element. Supposei i  j .i
  ..  .that the latter condition holds. If j G max g a, b then max U G s.i
Otherwise as j is not a BA -transforming element we conclude thati  j .i
 .  .  .A, j - A , j F B, j ; therefore j is an AB-transforming element;i  j . i i ii
 .  .so again s F j F max U . By M3 we see that the producti
 . X  .A J ) A U vanishes and the above equality can be written as j . i  j .i i
 X . X  .  .  .  .a ra A J ) B U s A J ) B U . If j g U is a BA -transfor- j .  j .  j . i  j . i i  j .i i i i i
 .  .ming element we apply M2.i or M2.iii to obtain the same relation. Thus,
we have that
a j . Xi A J ) B U s A J ) B U .  .  .  .X  j . i  j . ii ia j .i
 .  .if j g U. Now we are ready to compute v . Using 2.1 , 5.3 , and thei i
established expressions we conclude that
0 if j g U¡ ¦i
b
Xx h A J ) A U .  .X A A , j  j . i  j .i i ia~ ¥ j .v s ii
ab  j . nqiq1 Xiq x h y1 d A J , U if j f U .  .X A A , j i , n ii¢ §a x ji
aXa  j .i
X Xq x h A J ) B U .  .X A A , j  j . ii ia a j .i
0 if j g U¡ ¦i
bx a~ ¥jq Xiy A J ) A U if j f U .  .X  j . i  j . ii i¢ §a a j .  j .i i
banq iq1 Xs x h A J ) B U q y1 d A J , U .  .  .  .XA A , j  j . i i , ni i a
banq iq1 Xs z q y1 d A J , U . .  .Xi i , n a
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This gives the equality
baiq1 nq1 Xd y1 j y v s d y1 A J , U . 5.5 .  .  .  .  . XJ i i J ai
 .Looking at 5.2 we see that it remains to compare h and j . We consideri i
 .two cases: s F u and s ) u . Assume that s F u . By 2.3 we have thati i i
 X .  X. X  AX , ui.q1g A, A s g A, A s A because x does not divide a.u . u . u . ui i i i
X X X  .  .Hence the chain from A to A is A, A , A . Applying M4 to 5.4 weu . u .i i
see that j can be expressed asi
aXb b aj X X Xi
X X X Xj s x h A J ) A U q x h A J ) A U .  .  .  .X X X Xi A A , u i A A , u u . ii i ia a a a
a
Xq x h A J ) B U . .  .X B B , u u . ii ia
 . X . X  .  .my 1  X . X .By M3 it follows that A J ) A U s y1 d a rx A J, U .u . i i, m u . ui i i
 .Also, 2.5 shows that the first transforming element from A to B is s.u .i
 .Hence by M4 we get
ba
Xj s x h A J ) B U q d A J , U .  .  .Xi B B , u u . i i , mi i a
bamy 1 Xs h q y1 d A J , U . 5.6 .  .  .Xi i , m a
 .Now consider the other case, namely s ) u . Again from 2.3 we have thati
the meet of A and AX is AX . Therefore, the chain from A to AX isu . u . u .i i i
X  .  .A, A , A . Hence applying M2.ii and M4 we conclude thatu . u .i i
A J ) AX U .  .u . ii
0 if u g J¡ i
Xa a~ u . Xis .A J ) A U q A J ) A U if u f J .  .  .  .u . i u . u . i ii i i¢a au . u .i i
Since u is not a transforming element from B to A, it follows thati
B, ui.q1 X  .  X .x does not divide A . By 2.3 we get that g A , B su u .i i
  X ..   ..  .  X .g A , B s g A, B . But B, u q 1 F A , u implies thatu . u . i ii i
 .  . XB, u - A, u ; hence u is the first transforming element from A toi i i
B and also the transforming elements from B to AX are transformingu . u .i i
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 .  .elements from B to A. Then M4 and M3 imply that
X  .  .A J ) B Uu . ii
0 if u g J¡ i
Xb a~ u .s X X Xi  .  . .  .A J ) A U q A J ) B U if u f JX Xu . i u . u . i ii i i¢a au . u .i i
0 if u g J¡ i
Xb a~ u .s X Ximy1 .  .  .  .d y1 A J , U q A J ) B U if u f J .Xi , m u . u . i ii i¢ x au u .i i
Then we can express
0 if u g J¡ i
bx bx au u Xi iA J ) A U q A J ) A U .  .  .  .Xu . i u . u . ii i ia a au . u . u .i i i
~ ax hB B , uj s Xii q A J ) B U .  .X u . u . ii iau .i
ax h bB B , u u .my1 Xi iq y1 d A J , U if u f J . .  .Xi , m i¢ a xui
As u is not a transforming element from B to A we see that x B, ui.q1i u i
 .  .   ..does not divide A. By 2.3 , g A, B s g A, B ; hence u and s areu . u . ii i
the first transforming elements from A to B . Also, the transformingu .i
elements from B to A are transforming elements from B to A.u .i
 .Therefore we can apply M4 twice to get that
bamy 1 Xj y h s y1 d A J , U . 5.7 .  .  .Xi i i , m a
 .  .From 5.6 and 5.7 we conclude that
bannqi Xd y1 h y j s y1 d A J , U . .  .  .  . XU i i U ai
 .This equality combined with 5.5 yields
iq1 nqi
d y1 z y v q d y1 h y j .  .  .  . J i i U i i
i i
ba bannq1 X Xs d y1 A J , U q d y1 A J , U . .  .  .  .X XJ Ua a
 .The above relation is equivalent to the relation 5.2 , which we had to
prove.
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  . X ..   .. X .Step 3. We will show that d A J ) A U s d A J ) A U q
 .nq1  .  X ..  . X .  .y1 A J ) d A U . Set Y s A J ) A U . So by M3 we see that
Y s 0 if either s F max U, or s g J or J l U / 0. Otherwise Y s
 X .  .a rx A J, s, U . In the latter case by the definition of the differential wes
get
aX aX id Y s d A J , s, U s d y1 x A J , s, U .  .  .  . J j ii /x xs si
aX iq1 nq1 Xq d y1 x h A J , s, U q y1 a A J , U .  .  .  . J A A , j  j . ii ix si
aXn Xq y1 a x h A J , U .  .A A , sx s
aX nq1qiq d y1 x A J , s, U .  . U u iix si
aX nqiq d y1 x h A J , s, U . 5.8 .  .  . U A A , u u . ii ix si
 .   .. X .We want to prove that d Y equals X s d A J ) A U q
 .nq1  .  X ..y1 A J ) d A U . First we will compute X and then at the end of
 .  . i  . X .the proof we will compare it to d Y . Set s s  d y1 x A J ) A U ,i J j ii
 . iq1  . X .  .nq1q i  .t s  d y1 x h A J ) A U , w s  d y1 x A J )i J A A , j  j . i i U ui i i
X .  .nq i  . X  .X XA U , and c s  d y1 x h A J ) A U . Therefore X s s qi i U A A , u u . ii i
 . X .  . .nq1 X  .t q 1 y d aA U q w q c q 1 y d y1 a A J . Next we will com-J U
 . X Xpute t . By 2.3 the meet of A and A is A if j / s. The chain from j .  j . ii i
A to AX is A , AX , and the chain from AX to A is AX, AX . Hence j .  j .  j .  j .  j .i i i i i
 .  .  .by M1 , M2 , and M3 we get
X  . .A J ) A U j . ii
0 if s g J or j g U¡ i
X aa~  j .X X Xis  .  . .  .A J ) A U q A J ) A U otherwiseX X j . i  j . j ii i i¢a a j .  j .i i
0 if s g J or j g U¡ i
 .0 if s F max U
Xa
 . .A J , s, U if s ) max U~  5 j . iis xs
Xa j . Xn .  .qd y1 A J , U otherwise.i , n¢ x jn
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Therefore, we obtain the following expression for t :
¡0 if J l U / B or if s g J
a j .n Xnd y1 x h A J , U .  .J A A , jn x jn
if s F max U , J l U s B, and s f J .
x~ Aiq1 Xt s d y1 h a A J , s, U .  . J A , j  j . ii ix si
Xa j .n Xnqd y1 x h A J , U .  .J A A , jn x jn¢ if s ) max U , J l U s B, and s f J . .
 . X  .Next we will compute c , so consider A J ) A U . Set c su . i ii
 . X  . X XA J ) A U . If u - s the chain from A to A is A, A , A . Ifu . i i u . u . u .i i i i
u G s the chain from A to AX is A, AX, AX . Hencei u . u .i i
¡0 if u g J , u - si i
Xau .i A J ) A U .  .u . iiau .i
if s g J , u - s, and u f Ji i
Xa au . Xi A J ) A U q A J ) A U .  .  .  .u . i u . u . ii i ia au . u .i i~c si if u f J , s f J , and u - si i
0 if s g J , s F ui
Xau . Xi A J ) A U if s g J , u g J , and s F u .  .X i i ia
Xa au . X X Xi A J ) A U q A J ) A U .  .  .  .X Xi u . iia a¢ if s f J , u f J , and s F u .i i
Since
au . my1mA J ) A U s d y1 A J , U , .  .  .  .u . i i , mi xum
aXu .my1X X XiA J ) A U s y1 d A J , U , .  .  .  .u . i i , mi xui
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¡0 if s F max U .i
XX a~ u .A J ) A U s .  . iu . u . ii i A J , s, U if s ) max U , .  .u . i ii¢ xs
¡0 if s F max U .i
XX a~A J ) A U s .  .i A J , s, U if s ) max U , .  .i i¢xs
the computation of c splits into the following three cases: s ) u ,i m
u G s ) u , and u G s. Let s ) u . Thenm my1 my1 m
0 if u g J¡ m
X Xa aa~ u . u .my1 m mc sm y1 A J , U q A J , s, U if u f J .  .  .u . m mm¢ x a xu u . sm m
and for i / m we have
0 if u g J¡ i
Xaa~ u .ic si A J , s, U if u f J . .u . i ii¢a xu . si
In the second case, u G s ) u , we getm my1
0 if s g J¡
X Xa a au . u .~ my 1 Xm mc sm A J , s, U q y1 A J , U if s f J .  .  .Xm¢ x a xs um
and c s 0 for i / m. In the third case, u G s, we obtaini my1
0 if s g J¡
Xa au .~ my 1 Xmc sm y1 A J , U if s f J .  .X¢ a xum
and c s 0 for i / m.i
These provide an expression for c . Finally, we compute s and w. The
expressions for them are
x aXj¡ i id y1 A J , s, U if s ) max U .  .  . J i~ xs s si¢0 if s F max U .
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and
x aXu¡ nq1qi id y1 A J , s, U if s ) max U .  .  . U ixsi
Xx a~ unq1qmw s md y1 A J , s, U if u G s ) u .  .U m m my1xs¢0 if s F u .my 1
Using the expressions for s , t , w, and c we express
nq1X XX s s q t q 1 y d aA U q w q c q 1 y d y1 a A J .  .  .  .  .J U
 .  .and comparing to 5.8 see that X s d Y . The different cases are summa-
  . .rized below We have used 2.1 to simplify the coefficients. :
 .If s ) max U and s g J, say s s j , thenl
l Xs s d y1 a A J , j , U .  .J l l
t s 0
w s 0
nq1 Xc s d y1 a A J , U .  .U
X s 0 s d Y as d s 1 in this case . .  .J
 .If s ) max U , s f J, and J l U s B, then
x aXji is s d y1 A J , s, U .  . J ix si
xA niq1 X Xt s d y1 h a A J , s, U q d y1 aA J , U .  .  .  . J A , j  j . i Ji ix si
x aXunq1qi iw s d y1 A J , s, U .  . U ixsi
aXnqi nq1 Xc s d y1 x h A J , s, U q d y1 a A J , U .  .  .  . U A A , u u . i Ui ix si
X s d Y by 5.8 . .  .
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 . XIf s ) max U , s f J, and J l U / B, say j s u , theni l
x aXX ji l
Xs s d y1 A J , s, U .  .J ix s
t s 0
x aXunq1ql lw s d y1 A J , s, U .  .U lxs
c s 0
X s 0 s d Y as d s d s 1 in this case . .  .U J
 .  4Let s F max U . If s g J or J l U / B, u , thenm
s s 0
t s 0
w s 0
c s 0
X s 0 s d Y . .
If u G s ) u , s f J, and J l U s B, thenm my1
s s 0
n Xt s d y1 aA J , U .  .J
x aXunq1qm mw s d y1 A J , s, U .  .U mxs
x aXunqm nq1 Xmc s d y1 A J , s, U q d y1 aA J , U .  .  .  .U m Uxs
X s 0 s d Y as d s 1 in this case . .  .U
 4If u G s ) u , s f J, and J l U s u , thenm my1 m
s s 0
t s 0
x aXunq1qm mw s d y1 A J , s, U .  .U mxs
x aXunqm mc s d y1 A J , s, U .  .U my1xs
X s 0 s d Y as d s 1 in this case . .  .U
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If u G s, s f J, and J l U s B, thenmy 1
s s 0
n Xt s d y1 aA J , U .  .J
w s 0
nq1 Xc s d y1 aA J , U .  .U
X s 0 s d Y as d s 1 in this case . .  .U
 4If u G s, s f J, and J l U s u , thenmy 1 m
s s 0
t s 0
w s 0
c s 0
X s 0 s d Y . .
6. ASSOCIATIVITY
We will use the notation introduced in Sections 2 and 5.
 .Second part of the proof of 2.2 . We will prove that ) is an associative
multiplication on F. We consider the lexicographic order on the set of
monomials in S defined by x ) x ) ??? ) x ) x . This induces orderr ry1 2 1
 < 4on the set A a is a generator of I ; F . Note that A - A for any1 ¨ .
 .  4 < 4¨ - max A . Then, we order the set A, B, C a, b, c are generators of I
lexicographically, as follows: Let A G B G C and AY G BY G CY. Then
 4  Y Y Y4 Y Y YA,B, C ) A , B , C if either A ) A , or A s A and B ) B , or
A s AY, B s BY, and C ) CY. We will prove that ) is associative by
 4induction. Given A, B, C assume that ) is associative for all products of
Y . Y . Y .  Y Y Y4  4the type A J ) B J )C P , where A , B , C - A, B, C and J, U, P
are finite sequences of different natural numbers. We will show in two
steps that
A J ) B U )C P s A J ) B U )C P .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .deg A J deg B Us y1 B U ) A J )C P . .  .  .  . .
6.1 .
 .   .  ..Step 1. A P ) A J ) B U s 0.
  .  ..  .Step 2. Let A not be the meet of A and B. Then A J ) B U )C P
 .   .  ..s A J ) B U )C P .
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 .First, we will show that the above two steps suffice to prove 6.1 :
Suppose that A G B G C. If A ) B then by Step 2 we have that
  .  ..  .  .   .  ..A J ) B U )C P s A J ) B U )C P . In this case also A ) C, so
 .   .  ..we can apply Step 2 to the triple A, C, B ; this yields A J )C P )
 .  .   .  ..  .B U s A J ) C P ) B U . So we obtained the two equalities in 6.1 .
 .  .If A s B s C then all the products appearing in 6.1 are zero by M1 .
 .It remains to consider the case A s B ) C. By M1 the product
  .  ..  .  .A J ) A U )C P vanishes. Hence 6.1 follows by Step 1.
Below we prove the two steps.
 .Step 1. By M2 it follows that the terms that may appear in the
 .  .  .  .  .product A J ) B U are either of the form abra a A J ) A Ui iq1 i iq1
 .  .  .  .or of the form abrb b B J ) B U . Applying M3 we see thatl lq1 lq1 l
 .  .these are terms either of the form abra A J, s , U or of the formi i iq1
 .  .  .   .  ..abrb B U, t , J . Thus, in order to show that A P ) A J ) B Ul l lq1
 .  .vanishes, it is enough to prove that A P ) A J, s , U s 0 andi iq1
 .  .A P ) B U, t , J s 0.l lq1
 .  .  .First, we consider the product k s A P ) A J, s , U . By 2.6 thei i iq1
 .chain from A to A is A, A , . . . , A . From M2 it follows that the termsi 1 i
 .  .  .that may appear in k have the form aa ra a A P ) A J, s , Ui i n nq1 n nq1 iq1
 .for n - i. But these products vanish by M3 , because the transforming
element from A to A is s , which satisfies the inequality s -n nq1 nq1 nq1
 .s F max J, s , U .iq1 iq1
 .  .  .Next we consider the product m s A P ) B U, t , J . But 2.6 showsÄ l l lq1
that the first transforming element from B to A is t . Therefore,l lq1
 .  .applying M2.i or M2.iii we conclude that m s 0. So Step 1 is estab-Ä l
lished.
The longest part of the proof is Step 2. We will need more notation. Let
H be the meet of B and C, and B s B , B , . . . , B s H be the chain0 1 e
from B to C, and C s C , C , . . . , C s H be the chain from C to B. Let0 1 f
q F ??? F q be the transforming elements from B to C, and w F ??? F1 e 1
w be the transforming elements from C to B. The following lemma willf
be very useful:
 .  .  .6.2 LEMMA. The left-type terms in the product A J ) B U, q , P ,i iq1
which correspond to transforming elements smaller than s, ¨anish.
 .Proof. By 2.5 it follows that any transforming element from A to B isi
 4either in q , . . . , q or a transforming element from A to B. Hence the1 i
transforming elements from A to B , which are smaller than s, are ini
 4  .q , . . . , q . Note that q F ??? F q and apply M3 .1 i 1 iq1
Step 2. This is the hardest step to prove. We will often use the
 .following fact, which is implied by M2 .
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 .  .The terms which appear in the product B U )C P are either of
left-type
bc bc
B U ) B P s B U, q , P with q ) max P , .  .  .  .i iq1 i iq1 iq1b xb b i qi iq1 iq1
6.3 .
or of right-type
bc bc
C P )C U s C P , w , U with w G max U . .  .  .  .l lq1 l lq1 lq1c c c xl lq1 l w lq 1
The proof splits into four cases.
 .  .  .  .Case 1. Let s g J. In this case A J ) B U s 0 by M4 . So 6.3
 .  .shows that it will be sufficient to prove that e s A J ) B U, q , P s 0i i iq1
 .  .and p s A J )C P, w , U s 0.l l lq1
First, we consider e . Suppose that s is a transforming element from Ai
 .  .  .to B . Then applying either M2.i or M2.ii , and 6.2 we conclude thati
e s 0. Now assume that s is not a transforming element from A to B .i i
 A, s.q1  .Hence x does not divide the meet of a and b . By 2.3 , it followss i
  ..that s G max g a, b . Therefore, any transforming element from A to B ,i i
 .and from B to A is less than or equal to s. Since s g J, by M3 it followsi
 .that all terms of right-type in e vanish. By 6.2 we see that all terms ofi
left-type in e vanish. Thus e s 0.i i
 4  4Next we must show that p s 0. Note that A, s and C , w playl l lq1
symmetric roles since s g J. So without loss of generality, we can assume
  4 4  .that w F s. If w s s then J l P j s j U / B so by M2 andlq1 lq1
 .M3 it follows that p s 0. Let the inequality w - s hold. As w is al lq1 lq1
transforming element from C to B we have that x Cl , w lq 1.q1 divides b. Butl w lq 1
s is the first transforming element from A to B, hence x Cl , w lq 1.q1 dividesw lq 1
a. Therefore either w is a transforming element from C to A or alllq1 l
transforming elements from C to A and from A to C , are less thanl l
w - s. In the former case, there are only right-type terms in plq1 l
 .corresponding to transforming elements F w - s F max J , and theylq1
 .  .vanish by M3 . In the latter case again by M3 we get p s 0.l
 .Before considering the rest of the cases, we remark that by 2.7 it
follows that
Xthe chains from B to A and from B to A coincide. 6.4 .i i
 .  .Case 2. Let s f J, t g U, and t f U for l F y. Then A J ) B Uyq1 l
 X . X .  .  .  .s ara A J ) B U by M2.i or M2.iii . By the induction hypothesis we
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 X .  ..  . X .   .  ..have that A J ) B U )C P s A J ) B U )C P . So in this case
we must prove that
a
XA J ) B U )C P s A J ) B U )C P . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Xa
X X .  .  .  .  .Set « s A J ) B U, q , P , « s A J ) B U, q , P , q s A J )i i iq1 i i iq1 l
 . X X .  .  .C P, w , U , and q s A J )C P, w , U . By 6.3 we see that it isl lq1 l l lq1
 . X  . Xsufficient to prove that « s ara9 « and q s ara9 q with l such thati i l l
 .w ) max U .lq1
X  .First, we compare « and « . By M3 we conclude that either t is noti i yq1
 .  .a BC-transforming element or B U )C P has only left-type terms corre-
sponding to transforming elements less than or equal to t .yq1
Let s be a transforming element from A to B . On the other hand byi
 .2.4 the transforming elements from A to B are s and the transformingi
X  4elements from A to B . Hence if U j q j P contains a transformingi iq1
X X .  .  .element from B to A then « s ara « by either M2.i or M2.iii .i i i
 4Suppose that U j q j P does not contain a transforming elementiq1
 .from B to A. Therefore t G max the meet of A and B G s. Asi yq1 i
 .t g U by M3 it follows the vanishing of all left-type tersm in « and inyq1 i
« X which correspond to transforming elements less than or equal to s.i
Besides, note the coincidence of the left-type terms in « and « X whichi i
 .correspond to transforming elements greater than s. In view of 6.4 we
 X. Xconclude that « s ara « .i i
We have considered the case when s is a transforming element from A
to B ; now assume that it is not. Therefore s G max the meet of A andi
.B . Hence every transforming element from A to B is smaller than s. Byi i
X .  .  .6.2 , left « s 0. On the other hand by 2.3 the meet of A and B is thei i
Xsame as the meet of A and B . Hence the transforming elements from Ai
to B are the transforming elements from A to B ; these elements are lessi i
 .  .than or equal to q , as is seen in the proof of 6.2 . Therefore, M3iq1
 X.  .  X. Xyields left « s 0. In view of 6.4 we get the desired equality « s ara « .i i i
X  . B, t yq 1.q1Next we compare q and q , for l such that w ) max U . If xl l lq1 t yq 1
divides c , then either t is a transforming element from B to C, or alll yq1
transforming elements from C to B are less than or equal to t . In thel yq1
 .former case, by M2.ii there are no right-type terms in the product
 .  .  .B U )C P . In the latter case, as t g U we have w F max U . So inyq1 lq1
X  .  .both cases q and q do not appear as terms in the product B U )C Pl l
considered.
We have considered the case when x B, t yq 1.q1 divides c . Assume,t lyq 1
further, the opposite. But t is a transforming element from B to A, soyq1
x B, t jq 1.q1 divides a. Hence either t is a transforming element from Ct yq1 lyq 1
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to A or all transforming elements from C to A and from A to C arel l
 .smaller than or equal to t . In the former case by M2.iii and in theyq1
 .latter case by M3 it follows that all terms appearing in q are right-typel
terms corresponding to transforming elements from C to A smaller thanl
X  X .or equal to t . The same argument works also for q as A , t syq1 l yq1
 .  .A, t . Note that by 2.3 the C A-transforming elements smaller than syq1 l
coincide with the C AX-transforming elements smaller than s. This yieldsl
 X. Xthat q s ara q provided that either t F s or the chains from C tol l yq1 l
X  .A and from C to A coincide. As t g U and w ) max U it followsl yq1 lq1
 X. Xthat the inequality s G w implies s ) t and then q s ara q . Nextlq1 yq1 l l
consider the case w ) s. As s is a transforming element from A to Blq1
we have that x  A, s.q1 divides b. But s is not a transforming element froms
 A, s.q1  .C to B, hence x divides c . Therefore, by 2.3 the meet of C andl s l l
A is the same as the meet of C and AX. So the chains from C to A andl l
X  X. Xfrom C to A coincide. Hence q s ara q .l l l
 .  .  .Case 3. Let s F max U , s f J, and t f U for all y. By M3 and M4y
 .  .  X . X .  .it follows that A J ) B U s ara A J ) B U . So as in Case 2 we will
 X . X  X . Xprove that « s ara « and q s ara q with l such that w )i i l l lq1
 .max U .
As before, we first compuare « and « X.i i
 .If s is not a transforming element from A to B by 2.3 it follows thati
 .all transforming elements from A to B are smaller than s. As s F max Ui
 .  .  .by M3 we conclude that left « s 0. Also, by 2.7 we have that the meeti
Xof A and B is the same as the meet of A and B . Hence all transformingi i
X X .  .elements from A to B are smaller than s F max U . Therefore left «i i
 .  X. Xs 0. Applying 6.4 we conclude that « s ara « .i i
 .Suppose now that s is a transforming element from A to B . By 6.4i
 .  X .  X.  .right « s ara right « . By M3 we have the vanishing of the left-typei i
terms in « and « X which correspond to transforming elements less than ori i
 . Xequal to s F max U . Besides, the left-type terms in « and « , whichi i
 .correspond to transforming elements greater than s, are the same by 2.7 .
 .  X.  X .  X. XHence left « s ara left « . Thus, « s ara « .i i i i
X  .Next we compare q and q for l such that w ) max U . As s is al l lq1
transforming element from A to B it follows that x  A, s.q1 divides b. Buts
 .s F max U - w , so s is not a transforming element from C to B.lq1 l
 A, s.q1  .Therefore, x divides c . By 2.3 , we see that the meet of A and Cs l l
X  .  X.  X.is the same as the meet of A and C . Hence right q s ara right q .l l l
The left-type terms in q and q X which correspond to transformingl l
 .elements greater than s, are the same. As s - w by M3 we obtain thelq1
vanishing of the left-type terms in q and q X which correspond to trans-l l
 .  X.  X.forming elements less than or equal to s. Hence left q s ara left q .l l
 X . XThus, q s ara q and this finishes the proof in Case 3.l l
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Before considering Case 4 we give the follwing lemmas:
 .  .  .  .6.5 LEMMA. Let ¨ F max J , B s B , g A, B s g A, B , and ¨ f¨ .
 .   .  ..U. Then f s A J ) B U y B U s 0.
 .Proof. The chains from A to B and from A to B coincide. By 2.5 any
transforming element from B to A is either ¨ or a transforming element
 4  4from B to A. Hence A, B and A, B satisfy one and the same condition
 .  .among the conditions appearing in M2.i]iv . As left f s 0 we must
 .  .  .  .check that right f s 0. From g A, B s g A, B by 2.3 it follows that
  .. B, ¨ .q1  .either ¨ G max g A, B or x divides a. In the former case M3¨
 .  .   .  ..and ¨ F max J imply that right f s 0 because right A J ) B U and
  .  ..right A J ) B U contain only terms corresponding to transforming ele-
ments less than or equal to ¨ . In the latter case ¨ is a transforming
 .  .element from B to A. By M3 and ¨ F max J we conclude that the
  .  ..   .  ..terms in right A J ) B U and right A J ) B U , which correspond to
transforming elements less than or equal to ¨ , vanish. On the other hand
  .  ..  .  .there are the same terms in right A J ) B U and in right brb A J¨ .
 ..) B U corresponding to transforming elements greater than ¨. Hence
 .right f s 0. Thus, f s 0.
 .  .6.6 LEMMA. Let l, ¨ g N be such that 1 F ¨ - max A , l F ¨ , ¨ f J,
A s A , and l g P. Let one of the following conditions be satisfied:¨ .
 .1 l is a transforming element from C to A and from C to A.
 .2 All transforming elements from A to C, from C to A, from A to C,
and from C to A are less than or equal to l.
  .  .  ..  .Then A J y ara A J )C P s 0.¨ .
 .Proof. By 2.5 any transforming element from A to C is either ¨ or a
transforming element from A to C. As ¨ f J we conclude that J contains
a transforming element from A to C if and only if J contains a transform-
 .ing element from A to C, and when this occurs by M2 we get that
  .  .  ..  .A J y ara A J )C P s 0. Further, assume that J contains no¨ .
 .transforming elements from A to C. Either condition 2 is satisfied and
 .  .  .M3 can be applied, or condition 1 is satisfied and M2.iii can be
 .  .  X . X .applied. Thus, we have that the products A J )C P and ara A J )
 .C P contain only right-type terms corresponding to transforming ele-
ments smaller than l. But the transforming elements from C to A, and
from C to A, which are smaller than l, are the same.
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 .Case 4. Let s f J, s ) max U , and t f U for all y. Then applyingy
 .  .M3 and M4 we obtain that
A J ) B U )C P .  .  . .
b a
Xs A J , s, U )C P q A J ) B U )C P . .  .  .  .  . .Xx as
 X .  ..  . X .   .  ..By the induction hypothesis A J ) B U )C P s A J ) B U )C P .
  .  ..  .  .   .  ..So in order to prove that A J ) B U )C P s A J ) B U )C P we
will establish the equality
b a
XA J , s, U )C P s A J y A J ) B U )C P . 6.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .X /x as
We consider two cases depending on whether C is the meet of B and C.
 .Case 4a. Let s f J, s ) max U , t f U for all y, and C be the meety
of B and C.
 < 4  .Set m s sup i q - s . Then by 2.3 it follows that the transformingi
elements from A to C are either
 .i q F ??? F q for some u F m, and in this case s GÄn n1 uÄ
  ..max g a, c , or
 .ii q F ??? F q F s F . . . for some u F m.Än n1 uÄ
 .If i holds then all transforming elements from C to A are less than or
 <  . 4  <equal to s. Set u s max i s - max A , i - m q 1 and p s min i qi niq1
 .4  .  .) max P ; then by M2 and M3 we get
A J , s, U )C P .  .
¡0 if there exists a t g Pyq1
c
A J , s, U ) A P if there exists q g J j U with .  .p z n zq 1a az p
~ z F u , q f J j U for l F z ,s nl
t f P for all ii
c
A J , s, U ) A P otherwise. .  .p u¢a an p
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 .  .  .And if ii holds then by M2.i or M2.ii we obtain the same formula.
Note that
¡0 if q F max P .nl~ aA J , s, U ) A P s .  . lq1l lq1 A J , s, U, q , P otherwise. .l n lq 1¢xqq1
 .  .Thus, A J, s, U )C P is the sum of terms
ac
A J , s, U, q , P 6.8 . .l n lq 1x aq nn llq1
for which none of the following conditions holds:
 .  .1 q F max P ,nl
 .2 l G u,
 .3 there exists a q g J j U with z F l,n zq 1
 .4 there exists a t g P,yq1
 .5 q G s.nl
 .  .  .By M2.ii or M2.iv , and M3 we obtain that
bc
B U )C P s B U ) B P .  .  .  . i iq1
b biF¨ i iq1
bc
s B U, q , P , 6.9 .  . i iq1b xi q .iF¨ ; q )max P iq1i
where ¨ is such that q g U and q f U for all l F ¨ we set ¨ s ` if¨q1 l
.  .  .q f U for all l . So in order to prove 6.7 we consider D s A J )l i
X X .  .  .  .B U, q , P and y s ara A J ) B U, q , P for i such that q )i iq1 i i iq1 i
 .max P . We will prove that D y y s 0 provided that i satisfies any of thei i
 .conditions in 6.8 .
 .Let i G m, so q G s. Then by 6.5 we have that D y y s 0. For theiq1 i i
rest of the argument suppose that i - m.
 . XBy 2.4 the meet of B and A is the same as the meet of B and A . As
 .  X .  .q - s for l F i we have A, q s A , q , so by 2.3 we obtain that thel l l
Xmeet of B and A is the same as the meet of B and A . Also, recall thati i
 .by 2.5 any transforming element from A to B is either s or a transform-i
Xing element from A to B ; as s f J this implies that J contains ai
transforming element from A to B if and only if J contains a transform-i
X  .  .ing element from A to B . Hence right D s right y . The left-typei i i
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terms in D and y which correspond to transforming elements greateri i
than s coincide. So we need to consider the left-type terms corresponding
to transforming elements less than or equal to s.
 .Suppose that q is not an AC-transforming element; then A, q siq1 iq1
 .  .   ..C, q ) B , q . Therefore either q G max g a, b siq 1 i iq 1 iq 1 i
X  ..max g a , b or q is a transforming element from B to A and from Bi iq1 i i
X  .to A . In the latter case D s y s 0 by M2.iii . In the former case alli i
XAB -transforming elements and A B -transforming elements are smalleri i
 .  .  .than or equal to q , so by M3 we see that left D s left y s 0. Thus,iq1 i i
D y y vanishes.i i
If there is a B A-transforming element in P then D y y vanishes. Notei i i
that a B A-transforming element is either a CA-transforming element ori
 4  .  .is in q , . . . , q or t G g A, C . But q G q ) max P , so if thereiq1 f yq1 iq1 i
is a B A-transforming element in P then either there exists a t g P ori yq1
 .max P is greater than or equal to any transforming element from A to C.
Also, we remark that if there exists a t g P then t is a B A-trans-yq1 yq1 i
forming element in P: otherwise t would have been equal to some qyq1 l
 .for l ) i and then q G q ) max P would have been a contradiction.l i
Another important remark is that the AB -transforming elements lessi
than or equal to s are the AC-transforming elements less than q .iq1
 .Thus, D y y vanishes provided i satisfies any of the conditions in 6.8 .i i
 .  .Otherwise as s ) q and q - q for l F i, by M2 and M3 we obtainiq1 l iq1
 .  .  .that D y y s ab ra x A J, s, U, q , P . Combining this with 6.8 andi i i i s i iq1
 .6.9 finishes the proof in this case.
Case 4b. Let C not be the meet of C and B. As A is not the meet of
A and B we have that A and C play symmetric roles. So we can assume
 .  .that s f J, w f P, s ) max U , w ) max U , t f U for all y, q f U fory n
all n; if some of these conditions are not satisfied then one of Cases 1]3
 .holds. Then by M4
c b  < < . < < .U q1 P q1XB U )C P s B U )C P q y1 C P , w , U . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
c x1 w
 .  X4By the induction hypothesis we can assume that 6.7 holds for A, B, C ,
that is,
b a
X X XA J , s, U )C P s A J y A J ) B U )C P . .  .  .  .  .  . .X /x as
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Combining the above two equalities we obtain that
bc b a < < . < < .U q1 P q1X XA J , s, U )C P q y1 A J y A J .  .  .  .  .X X /x c x as w
)C P , w , U .
a
Xs A J y A J .  .X /a
c b  < < . < < .U q1 P q1X) B U )C P q y1 C P , w , U .  .  .  .X /c xw
a
Xs A J y A J ) B U )C P . .  .  .  . .X /a
 .Therefore, in order to prove 6.7 it is enough to establish that
c x asX XA J , s, U )C P q y1 A J y A J )C U, w , P .  .  .  .  .  .X X /c x aw
s A J , s, U )C P , .  .
which can be written as
c
Xx A J , s, U ) C P y C P .  .  .Xw  /c
a
Xs yx A J y A J )C U, w , P . 6.10 .  .  .  .Xs  /a
 4  4As A, s and C, w play symmetric roles, we can assume that w F s. First,
  .  X. X ..suppose that w - s. We will show that § s A J y ara A J )
 .  .   .  X . X ..C U, w, P and i s A J, s, U ) C P y crc C P vanish. As w is a
transforming element from C to B it follows that x C , w .q1 divides b. Butw
w is neither a transforming element from A to B nor a transforming
X C , w .q1 X  .element from A to B. Hence x divides a and a . Then by 2.3 wew
 .  X.  .have that g A, C s g A, C . Hence by 6.5 we get that i s 0. Also,
either w is a transforming element from C to A and from C to AX or all
transforming elements from A to C, from C to A, from AX to C, and from
X  .C to A are less than or equal to w. Hence § vanishes by 6.6 .
 .Now suppose that w s s. In order to establish 6.10 we want to show
  ..  .  .that § s yi. If s G max g A, C , then by 2.3 we get that g A, C s
 X.  X .  .g A, C s g A , C . Hence § and i vanish by 6.5 . So we can assume
  ..further that s - max g A, C .
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 .  .Let A, s - C, s . Hence s is a transforming element from A to C. By
 .  X .  .  .2.3 we obtain that g A , C s g A, C . Therefore, 6.5 yields that § s 0.
X  .As s is a transforming element from A to C and from A to C , by 6.5 we
get that i vanishes.
  ..It remains to consider the case when w s s, s - max g A, C , and
 .  .  X .  X.  X X.   ..A, s s C, s . Hence g A , C s g A, C s g A , C s g A, C by s.
 .  .2.3 . By 2.5 we have on the one hand that the transforming elements
smaller than s from A to CX and from A to C coincide, and on the other
hand the transforming elements smaller than s from C to A and from CX
  .  .4   . X .4to A are the same. Hence A J, s, U , C P and A J, s, U , C P satisfy
 .one and the same condition among the conditions in M2.i]iv .
At this point we need to introduce more notation. Denote by G the
X Xmeet of A and C, and by G the meet of A and C . Let s , . . . , s be the1 e
 < 4transforming elements from A to C, n s max i s - s , and A si 0
A, A , . . . , G be the chain from A to C. Let t , . . . , t be the transforming1 1 f
 < 4elements from C to A, j s max i t - s , and C s C, C , . . . , G be thei 0 1
chain from C to A. Then the transforming elements from AX to CX are
X
Xs , . . . , s , s , . . . , s for some e F e, and the transforming elements1 n nq1 e
X X X X X X X
Xfrom C to A are t , . . . , t , for some f F f. Denote by A s A , A , . . . , G1 f 0 1
the chain from AX to C, and by CX s CX, CX , . . . , GX the chain from CX to0 1
AX.
X X X .Then A , . . . , A , A , A , . . . , G is the chain from A to C , and0 n n  s. nq2
X X X X  .C , C , . . . , G is the chain from C to A. Now computing using M2 and1
 .M4 we get for i the expression
¡0 if i , or ii , or iv holds .  .  .
ca
X XA J , s, U ) A P y A J , s, U ) A P .  .  .  . .n z nq1 za an z
if iii holds .
ca
X XC J , s, U )C P y C J , s, U )C P .  .  .  . /y j y jq1c cj y~i s if v holds .
ca g
X XA J , s, U )G P y A J , s, U )G P .  .  .  .Xn nq1 /a g gn
ca g
X Xq G J , s, U )C P y G J , s, U )C P .  .  .  .Xj jq1 /c c gj y¢
otherwise,
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 .  .  .  .  .where i , ii , iii , iv , and v are the following conditions:
there are s g J j U and t g P i .z y
s g J j U for some z F n , s f J j U for l F z , t f P for all izq1 l i
ii .
s g J j U for some z ) n , s f J j U for l F z , t f P for all izq1 l i
iii .
t g P for some y F j, t f U for l F y , s f J for all l iv .yq1 l l
t g P for some y ) j, t f U for l F y , s f J for all l. v .yq1 l l
 X4  X4As A, A and C, C play symmetric roles, we have that i s y§ . The
minus sign occurs because the left-type terms for i are rightterms for § ,
and the right-type terms for i are left-type terms for § .
 .This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1 .
7. SQUARE-FREE MONOMIAL IDEALS
An ideal I in S is square-free 0-Borel fixed if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
 .i I is generated by square-free monomials.
 .  .ii If a is a generator of I and x divides a, then x arx g I fori j i
all 1 F j - i such that x does not divide a.j
Square-free 0-Borel fixed ideals were introduced recently by Aramova,
w xHerzog, and Hibi in 2 . A minimal free resolution of SrI similar to the
w  .xEliahou]Kervaire resolution is constructed in 2, 2.1 . Using this we
prove the following:
 .7.1 THEOREM. Let Q be a square-free 0-Borel fixed ideal. Then the
minimal free resolution G of SrQ has a commutati¨ e associati¨ e differential
graded algebra structure. The multiplication on G is multi-graded and the
 .product of any two elements is in x , . . . , x G.1 r
Proof. Let I be the smallest 0-Borel fixed ideal containing Q and F be
w  .xthe minimal free resolution of SrI. By 2, 2.1 we see that G is the
subcomplex of F generated by the square-free basic elements. Further-
 .more, by 1.1 there is a commutative associative differential graded
algebra structure on F. We will show that the product of two square-free
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basic elements in F is expressed in terms of square-free basic elements.
This means that G is a subalgebra of F.
Let a and b be two generators of Q. First, note that the meet of a and
 .b is square-free because lcm a, b is square-free. Therefore all elements in
 .the chains between A and B are square-free. By M2 it follows that it is
 .enough to verify that M3 preserves the square-free property.
 . X .  .Let A J and A U be square-free. We must check that A J, s, U is
 .  .square-free if s ) max U . If either s g J or J l U / B then A J, s, U
 .  X. X .vanishes. As max U - max A and A U is square-free, we conclude
 . Xthat A U is square-free. Also note that x does not divide a because a iss
 .square-free. Therefore A J, s, U is square-free, as desired.
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